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• BISB curriculum

• Misconceptions and concerns

• Benefits
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SWIMMING COMPETENCE 
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD



LIFE SKILLS & DROWNING 
PREVENTION
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DROWNING IS THE 3RD LEADING CAUSE OF 
UNINTENTIONAL INJURY DEATH WORLDWIDE

THERE ARE AN ESTIMATED 360,000 ANNUAL 
DROWNING DEATHS WORLDWIDE.

GLOBALLY, THE HIGHEST DROWNING RATES ARE 
AMONG CHILDREN 1–4 YEARS, FOLLOWED BY 
CHILDREN 5–9 YEARS

LEARNING TO SWIM CAN REDUCE THE RISK OF 
DROWNING BY 88% FOR 1 TO FOUR-YEAR-OLDS
WHO TAKE FORMAL SWIM LESSONS.

“Anyone can drown, no one should.”



BISB SWIMMING 
CURRICULUM



SWIMMING LESSONS AT BISB

STAFF
Mr Vitalis, Mr Walker, Ms Crawley

LOGISTICS

SCHEDULING
Pool availability – confirmed in September when Hungarian Schools and Swimming Clubs have also 
had their pool time scheduled

TIMETABLE
One class per year group will swim at a time (5 months to complete all lessons)
More indoor school facilities available for PE lessons if classes swim off-site over colder months
Disruption to lessons towards the end of the school year with trips, Sports Days, school events etc.

Key Stage Day Duration Pool

Early Years 2 Thursday (pm) Fortnightly (all year) Csillaghegy Pool

Key Stage 1 Monday and Tuesday (pm) 8 weeks Szérűskert Pool

Key Stage 2 and 3 Monday and Tuesday (am) 4 weeks Sun Palace Pool



SWIMMING LESSONS AT BISB

LESSON CONTENT

EY and KS1 – enjoyment and water confidence
KS2 and 3 – technique development and refinement 
BISB Swimming Awards (age related expectations)
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SWIMMING MISCONCEPTIONS 
AND CONCERNS



MISCONCEPTIONS

ILLNESS AND WEATHER

Exposure to cold temperatures does not have a cause-and-effect relationship with colds or other similar illnesses.

"Experiments involving inoculation of common cold viruses into the nose, and periods of cold exposure, have failed to demonstrate any effect of cold exposure on 
susceptibility to infection with common cold viruses. Present scientific opinion dismisses any cause-and-effect relationship between acute cooling of the body 
surface and common cold". National Library of Medicine (2023)

"Colds are caused by viruses, most commonly by rhinoviruses". The Science of Health, University Hospitals (2021)

Going out into the winter cold with wet hair may make you uncomfortable, it won’t make you come down with a cold.

"Colds and flu are caused by viruses, not cold or inclement weather. In order to get an infection, you need to be exposed to an infectious agent first". Reliant Medical 
Group (2020)

"Colds and flu are respiratory illnesses that are caused by different viruses. You can catch a cold or flu if you come into contact with one of these viruses, often from 
someone else who’s already infected". Bupa (2023)

"You cannot get sick from simply going outside with wet hair. Hair being wet is not the cause for catching a cold. A microorganism, such as a virus, has to be 
involved to cause a cold.” Cleveland Clinic, Health Essentials (2021)

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

 Wash Hands and Avoid Close Proximity to People with Colds
 Regular Exercise
 Sleep and Minimise Stress Levels The Science of Health, University Hospitals (2021)

Despite the research, we appreciate being exposed to the cold with wet hair can be uncomfortable. Therefore...



ADDRESSING CONCERNS

OUR GUARANTEES

Pool Temperature
Carefully regulated to maximise comfort when swimming.

Pool/Changing Facilities
Temperature carefully controlled. 
Large and spacious.

Hair Drying
Changing facilities equipped with hair dryers in all pools. 
Supplemented with additional hair dryers we provide. 
Adequate hair drying time.

Transport 
Door to door collection/drop off (minimal time outside).
Heated buses.

Hats
We provide swimming hats for those who may forget. 
Recommended hats for minimising wet hair – silicone.
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SWIMMING BENEFITS



SWIMMING BENEFITS AND HEAD, HEART, HANDS

• Learning beyond the classroom 
environment

• Academic performance –
ambidextrous activity 

• Improved memory, literacy and 
numeracy skills

• Improves concentration

• Increased blood flow to brain

• Language and social skills

• Confidence and self-esteem

• Resilience – self paced activity

• Meditative effects – minimise  fear 
later years

• Build relationships

• Fun! Bonding experience!

• Cardiovascular/respiratory benefits

• Gross motor skills – strength 
flexibility, balance, coordination, 
posture

• Joints – 20-30% more mobility than 
playground sports

• Increases energy levels

• Improves digestion

HEAD
“Cognitive”

HEART
“Socio-emotional”

HANDS
“Physical”



SWIMMING BENEFITS: WELL-BEING

• Improves sleep patterns (releases endorphins)

• Reduces stress and anxiety – calming, soothing nature of swimming

• Reduce risk of depression

• Foster a sense of independence – through personal goal setting and accomplishments

• Boosts appetite – good for combatting some challenging eating behaviours/picky eaters

• Emotional Regulation – constructive outlet for emotional expression and regulation

• Mindfulness – rhythmical strokes encourages meditative state promoting mental clarity

• Lifelong asset – enjoy all water activities

• Encourage lifelong healthy, active lifestyle
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SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S 
SWIMMING DEVELOPMENT
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• ATTENDANCE / PARTICIPATION

• POSITIVE, FUN EXPERIENCES WITH WATER

• SWIMMING CLUBS

• OPEN COMMUNICATION

SUPPORT US TO SUPPORT YOUR 
CHILD



QUESTIONS?





THANK YOU
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